puntualità ridardo anticipo 65.1

Fill in the gaps with the appropriate expression: early / late / on time / in time / too late

1. I have a dentist appointment at 7, but my train is running ..........

   late

2. Still, I hope I can manage to get there .........

3. I took my scooter instead of my car, therefore I got there ..........

4. The bus was stuck in a traffic jam, so I was ........ for my job interview

5. I said to my girlfriend ‘let’s meet inside the restaurant, please don’t be ........

6. My next door neighbour got married at 83. It’s never ........ for love.

7. My taxi had to pull over for a flat tyre, despite this I have arrived ........ to see the beginning of the show

Soluzioni:
(1) late (2) on time | in time (3) early (4) late (5) late (6) too (7) in time

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
A: Tomorrow is our day off. Have you got plans? B: No, not really. A: Why don’t we go beaver hunting in the mountain? B: I don’t know ... we will have to get up ........ in the morning.

A: yeah, this means we can’t stay out........ B: I know, and there a massive house party at Bruno’s tonight

A: Really? ................ does it starts?

B: The party starts at nine. We could go there........

and stay until it’s not ........

A: We could but I doubt there will be anybody there. No one shows up......... for those kind of occasions.

Soluzioni:
(1) early (2) too late (3) what time (4) early (5) too late (6) on time

esercizio di inglese by http://www.esercizinglese.com [CC BY-NC-SA 3.0]
Fill in the gaps with the appropriate expression of time. In some cases there can be more than one correct answer.

1. The party starts at nine, but I am already by your house. I hope it is not too ....... for you to receive guests.
   - early

2. It's already 10 o'clock. Do you think we’ll be ....... for the Spanish class?
   - late

3. I see your shop closes in 20 minutes. Is it not ....... to walk in, is it?
   - too late

4. ..........? it's twenty past five
   - what time is it?

5. The exam was hard, yet I managed to complete all the assignments .......
   - in time

6. She has had a stressful day, but at least she has met her deadlines .......
   - on time

Soluzioni:
(1) early  (2) late||in time| (3) too late (4) | what time is it?||what's the time?| (5) early||in time| (6) on time
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